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ABSTRACT 

We show how the reaction e-e’+ n-n’y can be used to study 

the dipion system in states of even charge conjugation (and even 

angular momentum). In particular, its utility for experimentally 

investigating an I = 0, J = 0 resonance (e-meson) is discussed in 

detail. 
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To lowest order in the fine structure constant Q!, the reaction (H, any neutral 

hadronic system) e- + e’-- II produces only final states with charge conjugation (C) 

odd and angular momentum (J) equal to one. This property is one of the primary 

advantages of electron-positron colliding beam experiments; i. e. , it allows the 

careful experimental study of a specific hadronic’channel. Already this reaction 

has yielded beautiful results on the pion’ and-kaon’ form factors as well as the 

three-pion final state. ~3 However, this property is at the same time one of the 

limitations of electron-positron storage rings; since one would also like to investi- 

gate experimentally other hadronic channels. In a previous note ,4 we showed how 

one could use reactions of the form 

em+efH+Y, 

where Y is a hard photon, to study hadronic systems with even-C. Although the 

hadrons H may emerge from this reaction with either even-or odd-C, quantum 

+ electrodynamics plus knowledge of the cross section for e- + e -H allows one to 

remove the odd-C contribution. Consequently, the effects of the production of 

hadronic states with even-l: can be isolated and studied in a model-independentway. 

We have illustrated’ the method of analysis by considering the reaction 

+ e-+e 4.2~~+r++y. 

In this expanded discussion we will present the details of the analysis and consider 

further experimental problems and theoretical implications. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section I we summarize the theoretical 

predictions and experimental results bearing on the existence of an I = 0, J = Odipion 

resonance (the f-meson). Jn Section II we discuss the kinematics of the reaction be- 

ing considered. We include here abrief discussion of how such an experiment may 

be analyzed and discuss some features of the Dalitz plot. In Section III a particular 

model for estimating the order of magnitude of the contribution from the e-meson 
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is presented. In Section IV we discuss the constraints that unitarily imposes on 

the production amplitude. We point out in particular that thcrc is no simple ana- 

logue here of theFermi-Watson final state interaction theorem, ’ We also suggest 

a formalism which mrty be useful for parameterizing the data. Section V concludes 

with some general remarks on related problems and reactions. 

I. THE e-MESON ‘ 

Although pion-pion collisions may some day be’experimentally possible ,6 so fa.r all 
\ 

such scattering information must be inferred indirectly. Consequently, statements 

on the experimental knowledge of nn interactions are inextricably linked to theoreti- 

cal models of various other reactions 0 The most popular reaction, for which ex- 

perimental data is now abundant, has-been wN- 27rN. 7 However, the theoretical 

foundations for extracting pion phase shifts are shaky and, not surprisingly, ap- 

plying the same methods of analysis to different charge states for this reaction 

sometimes leads to ambiguous, if not contradictory, results. 7 The results agree 

concerning the I = 2, s-wave na phase shift 8:; it is quite small and negative, de- 

creasing from 0’ at 300 MeV to about -200 at 1000 MeV. This confirms that there 

is no exotic resonance in this channel over this energy range. The I = 1, p-wave 

phase 8: contains the p-meson resonance, as we know it must from measurements1 
-f of the pion form factor in e e -n-r+. The I = 0, s-wave phase 6: is the most con- 

troversial. At best, a broad resonance somewhere between 650 and 900 MeV is 

compatible with the data but not unambiguously implied by it. 1 in our opinion, the 

strongest quantitative evidence for believing the E exists comes from two recent 

experiments8 on n-p -*‘?r’n. The 27r” state cannot couple to an I = 1 state, such 

as the p meson, and hence background problems are considerably less thean when 

charged pions are produced in this process. The broad bump reported in the dipion 
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invariant mass spectrum is probably due to the E resonance, although the mass 

and width are quite model dependent and not weli determined. 

Theoretically, there are a number of reasons for believing in the existence of 

the E meson. Although nearly all such predictions are based on current algebra, 

one of the earliest is not. Lovelace et al. ,’ * -- investigated via dispersion relations 

the contribution of ‘ITT -NE to backward nN scattering, ’ In the unphysidal region’ 

from 2mn; to 800-1000 MeV, the phase of nn-NE in the s-wave is just 8:. As- 

suming no d-wave contribution, .it was found that backward nN scattering is sensi- 

tive to this phase shift, and these authors found that they could only fit the nN data 

’ with a resonant phase. The fit was not very sensitive to the mass or width of the 

resonance but that there be a resonance was an unavoidable conclusion. 

Following Weinberg’s calculation of the s-wave 7r7r scattering lengths, 10 

Carbone et al. , 11 
-- used dispersion relations to investigate the validity of the extra- 

polation of the current algebra prediction of the scattering lengths for zero mass 

pions to the physical threshold for massive pions. As expected, such an extra- 
, 

polation is sensitive to a low-lying s-wave resonance. They found, for example, 

that for me 5 700 MeV, the correction due to the extrapolation was 20% or less. 

On the other hand, for me less than 500 MeV, the correction grew to more than 

100%. Thus if the theorems on soft pions are to hold and if Weinberg’s prediction 

of pion scattering lengths is to be valid, there cannot be an E with mass below 700 

MeV. More ambitious calculstions 12 showed that a broad e with a mass between 

700 MeV and 1000 MeV provided consistent parameterizations of the data then 

available but such a resonance was not necessarily required. 

Stronger theoretical motivation for this meson comes from the saturation by 

resonances of sum rules implied by current algebra. 13 An e-meson is definitely 

required for consistency and, in fact, these schemes suggest me = mP and the 
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width $ is very large (-400 MeV). Finally, these features are reproduced in 

Veneziano’s model applied to 7~7 scattering. 
14 The E is the O+ daughter of the p , 

degenerate in mass with the p, having a width of about 400 MeV. 

Should the E -meson be found not to exist in nature, a good deal of the theory 

built up from the current algebra would have to be modified somehow. Clearly 

then, the experimental confirmation of the existence of the E is interesting and 

important. 

II. KINEMATICS 

In L,4 the qualitative features of the analysis of the reaction e-e+- n-n+y were 

discussed. For continuity, we summarize that discussion here. To order e3, the 

amplitude for the reaction is written as the sum of two terms which are distinguished 

by the charge conjugation value (C) of the dipion sys tern (see Fig. 1). In A, the 

pions have C-even and, hence, by Bose statistics, have their relative angular mo- 

mentum Seven. In B, the pions have C-odd and because they interact with the elec- 

tromagnetic current, must have J = 1. It follows from the generalized Pauli prin- 

cipal that in A (B) the pions have I = 0 or 2 (I = 1). The differential cross section 

do-, for e-e+4 n-a+Y is proportional to 1 A + B 12. Under the exchange of the pion 

charges (or momenta) the amplitude B changes sign but A does not. Thus the cross 

section for producing charged pions is do charged = do-+ + do+ a lAl2 + lB12. 

i5 Knowing the magnitude of the pionform factor -+ 
from e e - 7-r’ and using quantum 

electrodynamics, one can calculate the magnitude of I Bj precisely. Consequently 

lB12 may be removed from do charged in a model independent way. Thus, lA12, the 

contribution to do charged from dipion states with even charge conjugation (and even 

angular momenta), may be unambiguously isolated. If there is a dipion resonance 

with even angular momentum, it should appear as a resonance peak in lA12. 
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If an experiment is done in which the charge of each pion is identified so that 

da-, and da+- are separately known, then the interference term may be easily 

isolated from the difference: 

do-+ - do+- a Re(A*B) 

Combined with the previous determination of 1 A I, the interference term yields the 

relative phase between A and B. . 

We now enter into the detailed expression of the ideas sketched above. Define 

the electron and positron momenta 16 to be 8- and 8+, respectively; the T-,’ T” mo- 

menta, q , q,; the photon momentum, k. We define useful sum and difference 

momenta: 

P=P-+P+ 

L=L -P+ 

Q=q-+q+ 

, A=q--q+ 

Momentum conservation is expressed by P = Q -I- k. Finally, define scalar invari- 

s =P2 

t =Q2 (2) 

In addition, we define three angles in terms of the &anifestly covariant quantities 13 

Here, p, is the velocity of the pions in the dipion center-of-mass, We also denote 

w = L* A. These angles have simple physical interpretations: fJTy is the sngle 
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between the photon and one of the pions in the dipion rest frame; $, is the angle 

between photon and the direction of the electron axis in the electron-positron 

center-of-mass;in either of the two Lorentz frames, #I is the angle between the 
r. 

electron-positron-photon plane and the pion-pion-photon plane. The amplitudes 

corresponding to A and I3 are 

Pa) 

.._. _ ..- 
Here eV is the photon polarization vector; u(F) is the. electron (positron) spinor, f 

the electromagnetic current. 17 Recall that the vertex in B is related to the pion 

form factor according to 

ou(t n-r+ jc”I 0> = -eA’F,(t) 
I 

Turning to A, we define a tensor HVP by 

The most general form for the “virtual yll-, ?r-r+ y vertex, consistent with gauge in- 

variance and current conservation may be taken to be . 

H VP Er’*A m - A’) [Hi (P- $$) + H2 (A~- &$-j]+H3[gVP--$j 

(7) 
The form factors18 Hi depend on three kinematical invariants which we choose to 

be (s , t, cos err). In the decomposition (7), the contribution from a scalar dipion 

resonance (Fig. 2) enters only into H3, and, to the extent the scalar partial wave 

dominates, H3 will be independent of 8 
TY’ 

i. e. , in its rest frame, a scaler reso- 

nance decays isotropically into two pions. An experimental test of this is a good 

check on the spin of the resonance. 



The differential cross section d’o-+ for the reaction c-e+--- n-n+y is 

&.+ - IA t B12 d5+ 

where d5@ is the invariant phase space. The unpolarized cross section<d50-+> 

involves averaging 1.4 + B12 over the lcpton spins and summing over the photon 

polarizations. This average rate <k f B 13 ’ 1s independent under rotations about 

the beam axis (in the electron-positron rest frame). We eliminate the redundant 

variable by integrating this angle from 0 to 2n to get 

<d40-+> = </A t Bj2>d4@ . 

The phase space may be simply expressed as 

d4& 
dtdudvdw = 4t4tJ4s2 I(PLiU l 

where the covariant variables s , t, u, v, and w were introduced earlier (Eqs. 2 

and 3). From this covariant expression (8), it is straightforward to express the 

phase space in any convenient I,orentz frame. 

The cross section for charged pions is 

d5ach =d50 -+ + d5a+- = (iAl + lB12)d5@ . 

The contribution from lB12, averaged over lepton spins, may be written as 

<IBj2>= 
24 qp)12 

t(s-t)2sin2ey 
[4 ($St - W”) + p$s-t)2 (sin2err + cos20)J (9) 

If we denote by p the relative velocity between the dipion and dilepton rest frames, 

then one may express w as 

w =- p, fi ( ycos OTycos Oy + sin oXr sin By cos $) 

1 where Y = ----e 
J-i- 

The contribitzn from /Al2 is very complicated algebraically and is reproduced in 

an Appendix for those interested in such unpleasant details. It is interesting that, 
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from the unpblarizcd differential cross section <d40-+>, all four form factors, I” 71’ 

H1’ II2 , and H3, can be extracted both as to magnitudes and relative phases. In 

this respect,, this process bears a strong resemblanceto KY4 decay. 
19 As is ,dis- 

cussed further below, a scalar resonance contributes only to 113’ and, barring certain 

sensitive directions in phase space, we expect II3 to dominate III and H2 near the 

resonance. Bere, then, WC quote the contribution coming from H3: 

2 

<lA12> = 2s (1 + cos2,ey) 

The interference term is 

d50int =d50Mt- d50+- =4 Re(A*B) d5@ , 

Again, keeping only the contribution to A from H3, we find the contribution to the 

unpolarized difference 

6 

<Re(A*B)> = 
e Re(H,F*,) 

4 s t sin2eY 
~~cos~~yCos Qy + 2W S-t 

. 
In the dilepton rest frame, the energy of the photon is k 

0 s-t = - 
2 ,ITs’ 

We note that 

the contribution from lB12 (Eq. (9)) shows the typical f/k20 bremsstrahlung,.dep.end~ 

ence. Similarly, from photon emission from external pion legs, there will be con- 

tributions to [A? of this form. On the other hand, we expect the contribution from 

the e-resonance to be typical of internal bremsstrahlung, of order k: . Thus, it is 
i 

necessary to observe a fairly hard photon to see the effect of the resonance. One 

can minimize the effect of the 1/k: dependence by concentrating on those portions 

of phase space where such contributions are suppressed and, consequently, con- 

tributions from internal bremsstrahlung relatively enhinced. For exainplc , in 

<lB12>, if we choose p”, s t-w2 = 0, then the numerator will be of order ki and 

cancel the l/k: in front. 2o One simple way to satisfy this condition experimentally 
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(and in a manner which is independent of s and t) is to choose 

ey=n/z, 8 “Y 
= n/2, 4=0 . 

In the electron-positron rest frame, this corresponds to all particles lying in the 
, 

same plane with the photon emitted at right angles to the beam direction. The pions 

are emitted symmetrically about the axis defined by the photon (Fig. 3). The ar- 
. 

rangement also minimizes the contribution of external bremsstrahlung from pions. 

Even in an experiment with limited statistics, one could set up his photon detector 

on one side of the beam and his spark chamber for the pions on the other side. 

It is easy to see that both the emitted photon and virtual photon in diagram A 

must have the same G-parity; that is, they are either both isovector or both iso- 

scalar photons. However, in B, the virtual photon couples to two pions and so 

must be an isovector. Thus, unlike A, B receives contributions from only iso- 

vector photons. We pointed out earlier4 that, for this reason, it is possible to 

enhance the contribution of A with respect to B by setting the colliding beam energy 

to an isoscalar resonance. The e-meson is particularly well suited for this pur- 

pose. The 9 has a mass of 1019 MeV; hence, in the decay C#J -‘EY, the photon will 

carry off 200-300 MeV, depending on the mass of the E . 

One can think of other diagrams, corresponding to radiative decay of the p 

meson (Fig. 4), which might compete with the contribution from E (Fig. 3). How- 

ever, if one constructs a Dalitz plot (Fig. 5) for the final state kinematics, one 

sees that for s = m2 
9’ 

there is rather little overlap between these contributions. 

In any case, their distinct signatures on such a plot should make them easy to 

separate. There is another reason why Fig. 4 is small, viz. , the Cp -3n coupling 

constant is known 21 to be much smaller than might have been expected. Using the 

cp - 37r rate to give an upper bound for g$Pr, the 4-p-n coupling constant, one can 

show Fig. 5 to give a smaller contribution by a factor of 10 -l to 10 -2 than the con- 

tribution of the E estimated in the next section, 
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III. MODEL ‘FOR E -PRODUCTION 

Having presented above a qualitative discussion of how best to observe the E , 

we would like to compare this contribution to A with the contribution from B. It 

would be unfortunate if lBj2 were very much larger than lA12, for the requirements 

on experimental errors would become extremely important. To obtain an estimate ,’ . 

for the contribution of the E , we used a model based on the idea of vector meson 

dominance which we believe will yield the correct order of ‘magnitude even though -- 

the model may be incorrect in its details. According to this model, depicted in 

Fig. 6, the contribution to H3 is 

H3=(-%!p&f[*) 

Recognizing the photon emitted as purely internal bremsstrahlung, the factor 

k-p+ 
( 1 

must be inserted in order to insure the proper behavior of H VV for a 

soft photon (see Eq. (7)). For dimensional reasons, the e -$-$ coupling constant 

has been written as g / 2 Eql$ mc* The E -?r- - r+ coupling has the Clebsch-Cordon 

coefficient, 1 -, removed; the relation between ge lT?T and the width of the E (as- 
J-- 3 

suming no inelasticity) is 

We maximize this contribution by choosing s = rni as discussed above, and t 
2 =m E. 

The coupling constant g 
EM 

is unknown. To get an order of magnitude, we assume 

this is of the same order as the strong coupling geR’IT* Soweset22ge$4=g =g . 
Em E 

With these assumptions, then, the contribution to lAl2 for t9y = r/2, e,r=7r/2, $ = o 



This is to be compared to the contribution of the p to 1~1~ 

If the ,J and E are really degenerate, mP = me , ‘then 

,. 

Comparing these expressions, we see the enormous enhancement of lAl2 due to the 

narrowness of the Cp peak compared to the p , viz. , 

mp-5 . 

2 rP 

23 5 = 11 we find that I AI 2 is nearly an order of magnitude larger than Using 4X , 

1B12. Even after integrating over a range of phase space 

+3,+, ;ce 
TY 

<$, 0<4<2T, 0.1GeV2<t<0.9GeV2. 

we find the contribution of a broad E to dominate the contribution from the p . The 

cross section so obtained is on the order expected o -10 
-3 - 1O-2 pb. 

In Fig. 7, we plot the contributions to do/at (over the region of phase space 

described in the preceeding paragraph) for IsI and for 1 AI2 in the model above; 

Notice how badly skewed the E -resonance contribution becomes for widths larger 

than 150 MeV. This asymmetry is attributable to two factors: (1) phase space 

which enhances the significance of small t values, (2) the photon energy whidh 

multiplies the form factor H3 gives a contribution (s-t)2 to the cross section. This 

factor is characteristic of internal bremss trahlung and, consequently, is independ- 

ent of the particular model for the resonance. This suggests that one divide the 
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experimcnt;llly determined value of da/dt not by phase space alone (as is usually 

done) but by the contribution to do/dt corresponding to a constant value of H3/(s-t). 

In the model above, this procedure isolates the Breit-Wigner approximation to H3, 

which may be a good first approximation to the data. The identification of the mass 

and width of a broad resonance from experimental data is a difficult problem in 

itself, It is clear from Fig. 7 however, that for Fe > -150 MeV, it would be a 

serious mistake to fit a Breit-Wigner formula to the experimental data for do/dt. 

Tn the next section, we suggest an alternative parameterization of H3. 

So far as the actual experiment goes, we have emphasized above that one obtains 

very useful information without observing which pion has which charge. One knows 

the initial energy accurately. Presumably one can use spark chambers to determine 

the directions in which the pions emerge and, somewhat less accurately, one can 

also determine the direction of the emerging photon in a shower counter. By ob- 

serving the rate of buildup of the shower, one can estimate roughly the ener,v of 

the photon as well. These measurements, three directions and two energies, over- 

. determine the kinematics for the reaction e-e+-+ n-r+i . In fact, there are two con- 

straints available. Given the three directions, one can check that, in the electron- 

positron center-of-mass, the three emerging particles are coplanar. Also, from 

the directions and a knowledge of the initial energy, one can calculate the photon’s 

energy and compare with the measured value. These two constraints on the kine- 

matics will be useful in discriminating against the reaction e-e+-- cc+y and against 

photon background from e’ef n’Blr”, 7r” - 2y. Of course, if the magnitude of the 

pions momenta are also measured, the reaction is even further overdetermined. 

To conclude, we note that, given a storage ring with the luminosity of Adone 

(Frascati) or with the higher luminosity anticipated for CEA (Cambridge), the ex- 

periment discussed here is possible but the analysis of fully differential cross 

sections may be limited by poor statistics. With the luminosities projected for the 
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storage rings at DESY (Hamburg) or SPEAR (SLAC), very detailed measurements 

will be possible and one will be able to determine the magnitude and relative phases 

of all four unknown amplitudes, F,, H1, H2 and H3, The analysis of Ii3 should lead 

to reliable values for the E mass and width, But, even with limited statistics, the 

E will not be difficult to resolve, 

IV. PHASE RELATIONS 

InKI decay, as discussed by Pais and Trieman, 19 one can derive a final state 

interaction theorem. This theorem relates the phase of the Km4 decay amplitude to 

the pion-pion scattering phase shifts. The theorem is valid to lowest order in the 

weak and electromagnetic interactions, assuming time reversal invariance and 

elastic unitarity. In the reaction 

~y(s)--r++ R- + y 

(here y(s) represents the virtual photon of mass = $s), the final state again has two 

pions as the only hadrons. Thus one might naively expect a similar phase theorem 

to hold to the lowest order in the electromagnetic interaction. However, the am- 

plitude for this process is at least second order in e, the electric charge. This 

fact, as we wil1 show below, destroys any exact phase theorem. 

Physically the problem arises because the virtual photon can first decay into 

two pions which later interact to produce the final state. To the lowest nontrivial 

order in e, an isoscalar photon cannot decay into two pions. This enables one to 

derive a rigorous iphase theorem which applies to isoscalar photons for s 1(3mn)2. 

We conclude this section with an approximate phase relation when s is near a 

vector meson resonance. This relation becomes exact as the width of the vector 

meson goes to zero and s approaches the pole at the vector meson mass squared. 
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To discuss the phase relations, it is easiest to use the basis of two pion states 
24 described by 

P = total four momentum of the two pion system 

I = isospin 

I3 = third component of isospin 

J = total angular momentum 

h = component of angular momentum along jEr’(for states with 

F=Oleth =J3) 

We normalize these states so that 

<I(,I~,J~,~‘,P~, 1 I,13,J,A,P,> = 6 1’1 ‘J,J ‘1; I3 ‘A’ ~(2rt84(p’-p) 

These states can be defined either in terms of two incoming pionsat time = -aor in 

terms of outgoingpions at time =soq Call these states 1 I, 13, J,h, P>in or 1 I, 13, J, h, P>out 

respectively. If we neglect the electromagnetic interactions, below the inelastic 

threshold these states can only differ by a phase. We thus define the pion-pionphase 

shifts, S;(P2), by 

2 i$ (P2) 
II,I,, J,h P>. = e . in 11,X,, J,h Dout 

Lorentz and isospin invariance tell us that 6I ,(P2) depends only on I, J, and P2. 
, 

Let T be the antiunitary time reversal operator and RY(?r) be a rotation of 180’ 

about the y axis. Let Y = T Ry(@. Consider 2s states with ‘ji;in the z direction. 

We can choose our phases 24 
so that for these states 



Let jp(0) be the electromagnetic current at the point x = 0. Form the following 

combinations of the jp( 0): 

j+ (0) = j,(O) f i j,(O) 

j- (0) =j+O) - i j,(O) 

j, (0) 

j, (0) 

These combinations all commute with Y. 

Now we have the machinery necessary to derive phase theorems for pions. 

Before considering our reaction, let us demonstrate the technique on the reaction 

Go to the center-of-mass frame for the initial pions with the final photon going in 

the -z direction. Let A” be the photon helicity. The amplitude for this process is 
L 

T(s,t) =,,$‘,I~,J’,A’,P’I j,,,(O)II,I3,J,A,P>m 

Wedefines =P’, t =Pt2. Implicity T depends on A, h’ , J and J’. Angular momentum 

conservation implies AI-A” = h. Consider s and t below the inelastic threshold at 

16 rni. Inserting j,,,(O) = f”j,,,(O) Y into Eq. (6) implies 

T(s,t) = =y$(sJ + :(tJ)T*(s,t) 

This equation is shown with diagrams in Fig. (8). This gives our phase theorem: 25 

(.( Ime 
-i Z+(s) + 8; (t) 

) 1 T (s, t) = 0 (10) 

Phase theorems for the pion form factor or pion electroproduction on pions can be 

derived by replacing the state 1 I, 13, J, X, P>in by the vacuum or one pion state, 

respectively, 

Now let us use this technique to investigate the virtual photon decay. Since I3 = 0 for 

the two pion states discussed here, wewillnotwrite I3 explicitly. Worlringinthe rest 

frame of the initial virtual photon with s S (3m,$2, we let A’ be the z component of 

) 
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this photon’s angular momentum. Furthermore, let the final photon have helicity 

h and four momentum k withz in the - z direction. Then for the final photon state 

Y IrW)> = b’(U)> 

With these conventions the matrix element for the process is 

T(I,J,A,hl,s,t) =ou’hJ’h + h’,Q;y(k,h)ljhl(0)lO> (11) 

Here t =Q2, s =(Q +k)2 andl?= - q Using our operator Y z T Ry(n) gives 

T=OiS I,J,h+hl,Q;r((k,h.)lY-lYjh’(0)Y-lYIO>= 
\ ( 

$I,J,heh’,Q;Y(k,X)ljh’(O)(O> * 
1 

(12) 

Now’we try to relate the lrinrr state in Eq. (12) to the “OuV1 state in Eq. (11) by ’ 

inserting a sum over a complete set of ‘lout’l states: 

I’*J,‘+“,Q;Y(k,‘)>in = 2Zjn>out o&nlI, J,h+%Q;y(k,A)>in 

In the sum over In>out We find contributions to order e2 in T from the state 

In>= IL J&+-A’ ,Q;Y&A)>out 

as well as from the two pion state 

In>= 11 = 1, J = 1, h’,P>out 

where P = ‘Q+ k. Thus 

T =e 
2ia.i (t) 

T*-i T nn-my x T* y(P2)-dr7r (13) 

Here 

-i(2x)4S4(Q+k-P) l T R7r -my = ou ~I,13,J,A+X’,Q;y(k,A)II=1,J=1,X’,P> 
in 

TY(F+ 71’IT ~~~$1 = 1, J = 1, A’, plj Al(O) IO> 

To get (13) we used Y in T 7m- my , and all the above equations are taken to lowest 

nontrivial order in e. (Equation (13 ) is shown diagramatically in Fig, 9, ) It is 

this second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) that does not permit us to derive 

an exact phase theorem. However, if somehow the contribution of an isoscalar 
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initial photon could be isolated, we would have a phase theorem. This is because 

T y(s , I = 0) -7r7r 
= 0 to order e, so there is no additional term. We then have, 

-is.; (t) 
T(isoscalary(P2))i= 

This theorem will breakdownat the threshold for isoscalar continuum states; this 

occurs at s = (3mr)2. For isovector photons, Eq. (13) holds for s 2 (4mx)2 as does 

Eq. (10). This difference is a consequence of. &parity conservation. 

If we had a hadron that only decayed into 27ry, then we could derive a phase 

theorem as discussed above. If this hadron were unstable, we might still expect 

an approximate phase relation if the width were small compared to its mass. Fur- 

thermore, if there were such a relation, it should be independent of how the particle 

was created. We shall now ‘derive heuristically. an approximate relation for the 
- + reaction of interest, e e --) 7r-7r+)J. 

Virtual photons couple to the vector mesons p, w , c$. Let mv be the mass of 

one of these mesons. Set s near rnt and t <, 16 m”,. Expanding (13) to include 

other hadronic states gives: 

2iIm(e-” @) T) =gadronic o~I,J,A+A’,Q;y(k,h)~n>in (ou~!jA,(0)~@~~*“I”“’ 

Note that both sides of this equation are purely imaginary. If there were a stable 

vector particle contributing to the sum over n, the right-hand side would have a 

contribution proportional to 6 mi-s . 
( 1 

2. ‘This indicates that for s near mV for an un- 

‘stable vector particle Eq. (14) is approximately 
. 

2i Im b-“’ @)T) = -2i-exRI,$) (15) 

where RI, J(t) is some real function. 
I 



Assuming analyticity in the upper half s-plane, Eq. (15) implies that near the 

resonance, 

T(s,t) = e 
iS$t) 

RI* Jylq+g (16) 

This is the approximate phase relation mentioned above. If the vector meson is a 

simple pole on the second Riemann sheet, a continued form of this relation should ’ 

become arbitrarily accurate as this Pole is approached. We remind the reader 

that T implicitly depends on I, J,A, and X1. In the case of the $ meson the width 

rv is only 4 MeV and this relation should be quite good. The restriction t 216 rnz 

can in practice be dropped as long as four pion states are unimportant,which we ex- 

pect to be true up to 900 or 1000 MeV. 

Let us close this section with the suggestion of using Eq. (16) to parameterize 

the data on e+ i e-- xTr3. + xIT- + Y. Assuming the reaction is dominated by I =J = 0 

in the two pion final state, a simple approximation for an E: -resonance would be 
26 

e@’ (t)Roo(t) = S(t) ’ 
t-m: + i mere 

(17) 

where S(t) is a polynomial and me and $ are parameters, all chosen to fit the 

data. Equation (17) does not have the right analytic behavior near the threshold 

at t =4mt. This might be a problem if re was very large. An effective range 

approximation does behave correctly at threshold;so a more sophisticated procedure 

would be to use 

Roe(‘) m S’ (t) exP (18) 

where S’(t) is a low order polynomial and an effective range approximation is made 

for 8: (t). 
27 We anticipate that such an approach to the parameterization of H3 

will be useful phenomenologically. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The recent observations8 of n-p - lr”lron provide unmistakable evidence for the 

existence of the E . 28 Observation of the reaction discussed in this paper may still 

be interesting for two reasons: (1) This reaction may be the only way to observe 

clearly the charged pion decay mode of the E. (2) The dynamical and, especially, 

the kinematical analysis of this reaction appears to be simpler than for aN-2nN. 

Furthermore, as discussed in Section III, one can hope to obtain reliable values 

for the E mass and width. 

The same experiment described here at higher energy and higher dipion in- 

variant mass can be used to examine other isosinglet mesons, such as the qo+(1070), 

f (i260), f* (1515). It goes without saying that the analysis in this paper applies 

equally well to e-e+ -I@Y, except that KK in a C-even q-even) state can have either 

I = 0 or I = 1. Similarly, e-e+& 3ny can be used to.study three pions in a C-even 

state. In addition to the mesons mentioned above, one can use these reactions to 

study the Al (1070), nN (1016), AF(1320) and perhaps the At(1270), to name a few. 

Turning to particles with spin we recall that in baryon-antibaryon production, 

e-e+ - B%, in the one photon annihilation approximation, the selection rules J = 1, 

C-odd, along with parity-odd, restrict the final state to be 3S1 or 3D1. The reaction 
--I- - 

ee -BB opens up the C-even channel, which low angular momenta include the 
1 

Sand ‘D states as well as the 3Po, 3 Pl, 3P2, and 3F2 states. 

So long as we are considering higher order effects, we should recall that there 

are contributions of order ~1~ to e-e + - n-r’ from two photon annihilation. 2g This 

will also lead to a C-even final state, although it will require a very accurate (1%) 

experiment to isolate this interference effect. On the other hand, the counting 

rate obtainable should make possible this accuracy, so an s-wave enhancement 

will be seen here as well. 
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One could probably also utilize e-e+ - n-n+)’ when the two pions have little 

kinetic energy, t 12: 4p2, to investigate the soft pion theorems of current algebra. 

In the other extreme, for a very soft photon, t x s , the amplitude is given by Low’s 

theorem. Can these two limits be somehow expressed as subtractions in a dis- 

persion relation analysis of the amplitude? 30 What other dynamical effects can be 

studied if one is given the differential cross section? 

In conclusion, we anticipate that the general method described in L for the 

analysis of C-even states from colliding beams will expand considerably the use- 

fulness of high luminosity storage rings, We have illustrated the method with a 

detailed discussion of e-e’- x-r’)‘, and in particular, related this analysis to the 

question of the existence of the E -meson. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we display the unfortunately complicated expressions for the 

cross sections discussed in Section II. There is some arbitrariness as to the 

choice of variables in which to express everything. It has been our experience 

that the simplest choice is the two energies, s and t, and three angles 0 , 0 
Y “y’ 

and Q , defined in the text. 

The dependence of the cross section on the angles 8 and $I is explicit, the 

several form factors, depend only on s , t, and 8 . . 
TY 

In terms of these variables 

w =- fir 
( 
(s+t) cos 8 . cos (ly + @sin 6 sinBycos Cp 

v ny 1 
. 

the contribution from photon emission from the leptons is then 

<p312> = i2 lF,(tl~2P2, 
t(s-t)2 sin2 8,y I (s 

‘2 
-I- t) (1 + cos2fy) 

- 2 JiCt sin $Iy sin 0 cos ‘qJ +.(s + t) cos ey cos ,ny 

(cf JW. (9)). 

The contribution to emission from the final state’is 

+ I I Hi 2, , 
2s (1 + cos2 Oy) 
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+ Re (up;,) p, &G sin Oy cos ey sin 8 
*RY 

cos r$ 

+ Re (H2H*3) 71 * pi sin ey cos eycOs erycos Q, 

+ J@ sin 0 
w ( 

1 - sin2 ey ~0s’ + 
11 

The interference term is 

<21Re (A*B)> = 
Re F.T, 

64 st (s-t) sin269 
Hi )gn sin ey fit J3 sin ey c0s eycOs 0, 

- (S-t f (s + t) cos’ Oy) sin 0 
nY 

cos 4 
1 

+ H2 pt st 
I 
(s-t) c0s3ey Sin2 6w cos 8 

XY 

-’ JQ5 sin ey si” err cos go 
( 

t ~0s~ ey sin2 ?Jv + ~(2 sin2eL 

+ ~0s~ ey sin2 e,) 
1 

+ 2 ts + t) sin2 ey cos e,,3 err cos iv COS’ + 

+2&3sin3eysi.n3e 
TY 

cos3 cp 
I 

+Kl 7c 82 st sin2 ey sin 8 Ty (s-t) 
[ 

cos ey sin 6 
TY 

+ 2 &A sin ey ~0s 8 
v 

cos tp - 2 s cos eysin erycos2 $ 
I) 
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